At a time when information seekers first turn to digital sources for news and opinion, it is critical that we understand the role that social media plays in human behavior. This is especially true when information consumers also act as information producers and editors through their online activity. In order to better understand the effects that editorial ratings have on online human behavior, we report the results of a two large-scale in vivo experiments in social media. We find that small, random rating manipulations on social media posts and comments created significant changes in downstream ratings, resulting in significantly different final outcomes. We found positive herding effects for positive treatments on posts, increasing the final rating by 11.02% on average, but not for positive treatments on comments. Contrary to the results of related work, we found negative herding effects for negative treatments on posts and comments, decreasing the final ratings, on average, of posts by 5.15% and of comments by 37.4%. Compared to the control group, the probability of reaching a high rating (≥2,000) for posts is increased by 24.6% when posts receive the positive treatment and for comments it is decreased by 46.6% when comments receive the negative treatment.
INTRODUCTION
We often rely on online reviews contributed by anonymous users as an important source of information to make decisions about which products to buy, movies to watch, news to read, or even political candidates to support. These online reviews replace traditional word-of-mouth communication about an object's or idea's quality [16] . The sheer volume of new information being produced and consumed only increases the reliance that individuals place on anonymous others to curate and sort massive amounts of information. Because of the economic and intrinsic value involved, it is important to consider whether this new mode of social communication can successfully harness the wisdom of the crowd to accurately aggregate individual information.
What is becoming known as collective intelligence bares the potential to enhance human capability and accomplish what is impossible individually [12, 64] . For example, more than a century ago the experiments of Francis Galton determined that the median estimate of a group can be more accurate than estimates of experts [22] . Surowiecki's Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. c 2017 ACM 2157-6904/2017/07-ART78 $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org /10.1145/2963104 book The Wisdom of the Crowds finds similar examples in stock markets, political elections, quiz shows, and a variety of other fields where large groups of people behave intelligently and perform better than an elite few [59] . However, other experiments have shown that when individuals' perceptions of quality and value follow the behavior of a group, the resulting herd mentality can be suboptimal for both the individual and the group [11, 30, 40] .
By relying on the judgments of others, we may be susceptible to malicious ratings with some ulterior motive. Unfortunately, there is a gap in our knowledge and capabilities in this area, including untested and contradictory social theories. Fortunately, these gaps can be filled using new experimental methodologies on large, socio-digital datasets. The main idea is to determine if these socio-digital platforms produce useful, unbiased, aggregate outcomes, or (more likely) if, and how, opinion and behavior is influenced and manipulated. Work of our own and recent tangential experiments [33, 49, 54, 62] suggest that decisions and opinions can be significantly influenced by minor manipulations, yielding different social behavior.
The main focus of the present work is to determine what effect, if any, malicious voting behavior has on social news posts and comments.
Unfortunately, causal determinations are difficult to assess. In a closely related experiment, Wu and Huberman measured rating behavior in two different online platforms. The first allowed users to see prior ratings before they voted, and the other platform hid the prior ratings until after the user voted. They found that when no information about previous ratings or page views is available, the ratings and user opinions expressed tend to follow regular patterns. However, in cases where the previous ratings were made known, the useropinions tended to either be neutral or form a polarized consensus. In the latter case, new opinions tend to reinforce previous opinions and thus become more extreme [65] .
Because of the information overload caused by billions of daily shares, tweets, posts, and comments, nearly all social media websites have sophisticated ranking algorithms that attempt to identify the relatively few items that their users will find interesting. When new or better items are shared or posted, the ranking systems rely significantly upon user ratings to accelerate the discovery of new or interesting content. Information that is rated positively will be ranked higher, and will therefore be more visible to other users, which further increases the likelihood that it will receive further ratings [13, 52] .
A recent experiment by Lerman and Hogg further studied the effects that presentation order has on the choices that users make. In this study, several users were asked to read and rate social media posts ranked by various ordering algorithms. Lerman and Hogg found that different ranking systems result in very different outcomes. Random orderings result in the most unbiased ratings but may show a lot of uninteresting content, resulting in poor user engagement. The "popularity ranking," which rated posts by how many previous positive votes it received, led to highly inconsistent outcomes and showed that small early differences in ratings led to inconsistent rating scores [35] .
Social news websites represent a stark departure from traditional media outlets in which a news organization (i.e., a handful of television, radio, or newspaper producers) sets the topics and directs the narrative. Socio-digital communities increasingly set the news agenda, cultural trends, and popular narrative of the day [36] . News agencies frequently have segments on "what's trending," entire television shows are devoted to covering happenings on social media, and even live presidential debates select their topics based on popular questions posed to social media websites. As this trend continues and grows, the number of blogs, news outlets, and other sources of user-generated content has outpaced the rate at which web users can consume information. Social news websites are able to automatically curate, rank, and provide commentary on the top content of the day by harnessing the wisdom of the crowd.
The recent popularity of social networks has led to the study of socio-digital influence and popularity cascades where models can be developed based on the adoption rate of friends (e.g., shares, retweets). Bakshy et al., find that friendship plays a significant role in the sharing of content [6] . Similarly, Leskovec et al. were able to formulate a generative model that predicts the size and shape of information cascades in online social networks [38] .
However, social media users seem to be unaware of the effects of social manipulation. A recent survey of Reddit users aimed to determine what the sampled community thought drove Reddit users to up-vote or down-vote various posts. The surveyors expected that the leading indicators would be that users are more likely to up-vote or like (1) content that others have liked, indicating social influence; (2) content that was submitted or contributed by a well-known user, indicating trust or model-based bias; or (3) content that is relevant to the user's interests. Contrary to our scientific understanding of social influence, the surveyed users indicated that social influence had little effect on their voting likelihood [53] . Other than the need to raise awareness of the impact of social influence within social media communities, these results suggest that online social media aggregators are a viable testbed for theories of trust and social influence.
Like social networks, online social news platforms allow individuals to contribute to the wisdom of the crowd in new ways. These platforms are typically websites that contain very simple mechanics. In general, there are four operations that are shared among social news sites:
(1) Individuals generate content or submit links to content.
(2) Submissions are rated and ranked according to their rating scores.
(3) Individuals can comment on the submitted content. (4) Comments are rated and ranked according to their rating scores.
Simply put, social news platforms allow individuals to submit content and vote on the content they like or dislike.
The voting mechanism found in socio-digital platforms provides a type of web democracy that is open to everyone. Given the widespread use and perceived value of these voting systems [25] , it is important to consider whether they can successfully harness the wisdom of the crowd to accurately aggregate individual information. In our study, we determine what effect, if any, ranking and vote score have on rating behavior. This is accomplished via an in vivo experiment on the social media website Reddit by inserting random votes into the live rating system.
Reddit is a social news website where registered users can submit content, such as direct posts or links. Registered users can then up-vote submissions or down-vote submissions to organize the posts and determine the post's position on the site; posts with a high vote score (i.e., up-votes -down-votes) are ranked more highly than posts with a low vote score. Reddit is organized into many thousands of "subreddits," according to topic or area of interest (e.g., news, science, compsci, datamining, and theoryofreddit), and posts must be submitted to a subreddit. A user that subscribes to a particular subreddit will see highly ranked posts from that subreddit on their front page, which Reddit describes as "the front page of the Internet" and is unique for each user. Figure 1 illustrates an example post and a small piece of its comment section.
As in most social media websites, users are free to comment on the posts. Reddit has a unique commenting framework that ranks comments based on their scores relative to their sibling comments. For instance, all root comments (i.e., comments with no parent) are ranked together, and all of the children comments of some single parent comment are ranked together. It is possible, even frequent, that a comment deep within the comment thread tree will have a higher score than its parent or ancestor comments [63] .
By default, Reddit only displays the top 200 comments, even though it is common for popular posts to receive thousands of comments. Therefore, many comments in popular threads are never viewed, which likely exacerbates the rich-get-richer effect that is already seen in certain ranking systems.
It is important to note that, unlike other online social spaces, Reddit is not a social network. The notion of friendship and friend links, like on Facebook, is mostly absent on Reddit. Although user names are associated with posts and comments, the true identity of registered users is generally unknown and in many cases fiercely guarded.
In fact, we attempted to find friendship by looking at user pairs that frequently reply to each other in comments; unfortunately, more than 99.9% of the comments were in reply to a user that they had never previously replied to. Thus, we typically refer to Reddit as a social nonnetwork, and the vast amount of previous social network literature does not apply.
In the present work, we report the results of two large in vivo experiments on Reddit; the first (N = 93, 019) up-voted or down-voted posts at random and the second (N = 128, 316) up-voted or down-voted comments at random. Based on these experimental treatments, we observe the effects that votes have on the final score of a post or comment as a proxy for observing herding effects in social news. Unlike the experimental study performed by Muchnik et al. and other behavioral studies, our experiments (1) manipulate votes of posts and comments rather than just comments; (2) leverage Reddit's dynamic, score-based ranking system rather than a time-only ranking system (3) do not involve friendship or the use of social networks; and (4) randomly delay the vote treatment rather than always performing the treatment immediately upon creation.
These differences are significant in that this is the first-ever vote manipulation experiment on a global-scale, live, working system. The use of randomized trials eliminates concerns about various confounding factors, and we have made our data and analysis scripts available to the community for replication and further research.
METHODS

Post Experiment
During the 6 months between September 1, 2013, and January 31, 2014, a computer program was executed every 2 minutes that collected post data from Reddit through an automated two-step process. First, the most recent post on Reddit was identified and assigned to one of three treatment groups: up-treated, down-treated, or control. Up-treated posts were artificially given an up-vote (a +1 rating) and down-treated posts were given a down-vote (a −1 rating). Up-treatment, down-treatment, and the control have an equal likelihood of being selected. Vote-treated posts are assigned a random delay ranging from no delay up to an hour delay in intervals of 0, .5, 1, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes. Second, each post was resampled 4 days later and final vote totals were recorded.
These treatments created a small, random manipulation signaling positive or negative judgment that is perceived by other voters as having the same expected quality as all other votes, thereby enabling estimates of the effects of a single vote while holding all other factors constant. This data collection resulted in 93,019 sampled posts, of which 30,998 were up-treated and 30,796 were down-treated; each treatment type was randomly assigned a delay interval with equal likelihood. Treatments were removed from the vote scores before data analysis was performed; that is, up-treated post scores were decremented by 1 and down-treated post scores were incremented by 1.
During the experimental time period, Reddit reported that their up-vote and downvote totals were "fuzzed" as an antispam measure; fortunately, they certified that a post's score (i.e., up-votes minus down-votes) was always accurate. In July 2014, after the data-gathering phase of this experiment had ended, Reddit removed the vote totals from their website and replaced them with a semiaccurate points system; Reddit administrators currently assert that the rankings are always accurate, even though their reported scores may not be.
Comment Experiment
During the 6 months between September 1, 2013, and January 31, 2014, a computer program, separate from the post experiment, was executed every 2 minutes that collected comment data from Reddit through an automated two-step process. First, the most recent comment on the top-ranked post ordered by the "rising" ranking algorithm on the Reddit front page was identified and assigned to one of three treatment groups: up-treated, down-treated, or control. Up-treated comments were artificially given an up-vote (a +1 rating) and down-treated comments were given a down-vote (a −1 rating). Up-treatment, down-treatment, and the control have an equal likelihood of being selected. Vote-treated comments are assigned a random delay ranging from no delay up to an hour delay in intervals of 0, .5, 1, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes. Second, each comment was resampled 4 days later and final vote totals were recorded. These treatments produced a score manipulation similar to that of the post experiment, wherein all other factors were held constant, enabling a clear causal signal to be measured. This data collection resulted in 96,486 sampled comments, of which 35,704 were up-treated and 31,830 were down-treated; each treatment type was randomly assigned a delay interval with equal likelihood. Treatments were removed from the vote scores before data analysis was performed, that is, final up-treated comment scores were decremented by 1 and final down-treated comment scores were incremented by 1.
To our knowledge, comment scores were not fuzzed in the same way that post scores are fuzzed, so absolute point scores reported here should be accurate.
The voting agents used here were periodically checked to ensure that they had not been blocked or their votes ignored. The voting agent did not target any one type of content or subreddit or content provider, which are among the most common types of vote spam; therefore, we are certain that all of our votes were counted.
RESULTS
We first compared the final vote totals of each treatment group. These findings measure the overall effect that up-treatments and down-treatments have on the overall life of a post or comment. When the highest 1% of post scores are removed, the score distribution becomes much less skewed, resulting in tighter error bounds, which further result in significant increases for up-treated posts and significant decreases for down-treated posts when compared to the control group. Again, when the highest 1% of comment scores are removed, the score distribution becomes less skewed, resulting in tighter error bounds, but with slight but not significant increases for up-treated comments when compared to the control group. skewed, view of the treatment effects. Figure 3 The distribution of comment scores in Figure 2 (b) is even more positively skewed than the distribution of post scores with a skewness of 16.4 and a kurtosis of 339.7, but when the top 1% highest-scoring comments are removed, the skewness and kurtosis values drop to 6.7 and 58.1, similar to the skewness and kurtosis for the distribution of post scores when the top 1% highest-scoring posts are removed. In this case, the downtreated comments have a significantly lower final score, but the up-treated comments do not have a significantly higher final score.
Tests of statistical significance (e.g., T-test) are known to improperly reject the null hypothesis when the data distribution is nonnormal or highly skewed. This is indeed the case in our result set, as is indicated by the abnormally high skewness and kurtosis scores. Removal of the top 1% of scores is one way to unskew the data, hence the tightening of error bars and narrowing of confidence internals in Figure 3 as compared to the full results in Figure 2 . Another way to unskew data is to take the log of each value in the distribution, which unfortunately removes negative scores from the analysis, a significant limitation for this line of work.
Student's T-test on the full set (i.e., 100%) of log-scores for posts also showed that the up-treated posts were significantly higher than the control group ( p = 1.69 × 10 −20 ), and that the down-treated posts were significantly lower than the control group ( p = 1.69 × 10 −09 ), although scores less than or equal to 0 were removed to calculate the log of the final scores. For comments, we find that Student's T-test on log-scores demonstrated that up-treated posts were significantly higher than the control group ( p = 2.69 × 10 −24 ), and down-treated posts were significantly lower than the control group ( p = 9.18 × 10 −05 ). Unfortunately, the distribution of log-scores was still far from normal, so the T-test is likely to give improper results.
With this in mind, we used the nonparametric, 1-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test as well as the Mann-Whitney U (M-W) test to determine the significance between treatments and control. Both the M-W and the K-S tests are nonparametric tests to compare two unpaired groups of data. They each compute p-values that test the null hypothesis that the two groups have the same distribution. They do have some important differences though. The M-W test operates by ranking all the values from low to high and then computes a p-value that depends on the differences between the mean ranks of the two groups. The K-S test compares the cumulative distribution of the two datasets and computes a p-value that depends on the largest difference between the two distributions. The differences between the two tests are important, but they both compute p-values that can be used to judge the statistical significance of the treatment effects. Thus, we will display the results of both tests.
The K-S tests showed that the final score distribution of all up-treated posts were more positively skewed than posts in the control group (K-S test statistic: 0.08; p < 2.2× 10 −16 ), which were more positively skewed than down-treated posts (K-S test statistic: 0.11; p < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). The same K-S test on comment scores shows significantly higher final scores for up-treated comments and down-treated comments ( p < 2.2×10 −16 ). The reason that the p-value of the K-S statistic is reported as being less than 2.2 × 10 −16 is because floating-point underflow error prevents a more precise calculation in the R-based K-S test calculator.
Finally, we performed the independent two-group M-W test comparing treatments (up-treated and down-treated) with the control. We again find significant differences comparing the up-treated post scores to the control ( p = 5.9 × 10 −53 ) and the downtreated post scores to the control ( p = 7.8 × 10 −73 ). The same M-W test on comments also showed significant differences in the final scores of up-treated comments compared to the control group ( p = 5.57 × 10 −15 ), and significantly different final scores in downtreated comments compared to the control group ( p = 7.52 × 10 −8 ).
In general, an up-vote increases a post's score on the site, which increases its visibility according to the default ranking algorithms. The increased visibility of the post makes it more likely to be viewed by others. However, making a post more visible does not necessarily mean that it will receive more up-votes and continue to increase or even maintain its visibility; it may instead receive down-votes, thereby decreasing the posts' visibility, that is, until we consider that the vast majority of votes cast on Reddit are up-votes and down-voting is actually discouraged unless the post is spam, off-topic, or otherwise improper. Thus, we are confident that the increase in the final post score after positive vote manipulation in the presence of popularity ranking mechanics is largely due to the increase in visibility due to the treatment up-vote.
Comments, in contrast, have a vastly different visibility mechanism than posts. Reddit comment threads are hierarchical, wherein the default "best" (highest up-vote to down-vote ratio) ordering mechanism sorts comments among its siblings only. The visibility of a comment in the hierarchy depends not only on its ordering among its siblings but also on the rank of any parent or ancestor comments it has. Because our voting mechanism selected the most recent comment, it may be the case that the selected comment was a child or other descendant of a highly visible comment. As such, it may be the case that the treated comment was already highly visible by its relative position in the comment hierarchy. Unfortunately, we did not record the relative position of each treated comment and are unable to find correlation between relative visibility and treatment effects.
Another difference in the comments experiment is that, by default, only the top 200 comments are visible. By selecting "rising" posts, our collection methodology makes it highly likely that the comment that we select is within the first 200, and is therefore at least initially visible. Unfortunately, for large comment threads, a single down-treatment may be enough to make the comment no longer visible under default 
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Delay Effects
Up-votes and down-votes for post receiving treatments were performed after a 0-, 0.5-, 1-, 5-, 10-, 30-, or 60-minute delay chosen at random, and Figures 2 and 3 do not distinguish between the effects of vote treatments performed after the various delay periods. Figure 4 separates the results for posts from Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b) into their respective treatment delay groups in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b), respectively. We expected that immediate votes would have a larger effect than votes performed after a long delay. However, these results show, surprisingly, that a delay in treatment generally did not have a significant effect on the mean outcome of a post's final score. Unfortunately, displayed error bounds and confidence intervals, which are computed from Student's T-test, have little meaning when the data is so highly skewed; K-S tests shown in Table II again showed that all up-treated posts were more positively skewed than posts in the control group and that the effects generally diminished as the delay interval increased. Similarly, the control group was more positively skewed than the down-treated posts, but the effects were mixed as the delay interval increased.
As for comments, the K-S test results were more mixed in Table II , but still mostly statistically significant. The up-treated comments were significantly more positively skewed than the control group comments, and the down-treated comments resulted in a significantly lower score. Interestingly, the p-values of the comment scores diminish as the delay grows longer, meaning that the vote treatment on comments is not effective a half-hour or an hour after the comment has been made. In short, timely voting on a comment is more important than timely voting on a post on average.
M-W tests of statistical significance, also shown in Table II , demonstrate that post treatments have a significant effect across all delay periods, and that this effect only slightly diminishes (if at all) when the delay approaches 1 hour.
As for comment treatments, the M-W tests showed significance results similar to those from the K-S tests. Namely, the effect of up-treatment, as measured by the pvalue scores, diminished as the delay grew bigger and led to an insignificant effect when the delay was 1 hour. The effect of down-treatment was significant for short delay periods, but was not significant for delays of 10 minutes and 30 minutes, and was only barely significant for delays of 1 hour.
The results from the statistical tests on the comment treatments from Table II and Figure 4 (b) appear to be in conflict. Figure 4 (b) seems to show that negative treatments have a big effect on the final outcome of the comment for all delay levels, while positive treatments have a little effect. However, proper statistical tests show that the truth is more nuanced.
Ultimately, with this type of data, the best way to show aggregate results is through n-tile plots. With this in mind, Figure 5 shows the inner deciles of the results as a function of their treatment delay. Taken together, these results show graphically what the tests of statistical significance imply: that up-treated posts tend to score more highly than the control group, and that down-treated posts tend not to score as highly as the control group. The decile plots also show that the majority of posts (deciles ≤ 50%) receive at most a final score of 2, and that most comments never receive any votes at all.
Reaching the Front Page
Overall, the results suggest that an up-treatment increases the probability that a post will result in a high score relative to the control group, and that down-treatments decrease that probability relative to the control group. However, on Reddit and other social news sites, only a handful of posts become extremely popular. On Twitter and Facebook, this is generally referred to as a trending topic, but on Reddit, the most popular posts are the ones that reach the front page. Unfortunately, reaching the front page is a difficult thing to discern because each user's homepage is different, based on the topical subreddits to which the user has subscribed. Nevertheless, we crudely define a post as having become popular, (i.e., is trending, on the frontpage, etc.) if it has a score of more than 500. Using this definition, Figure 6(a) shows the probability that a post reaches a given final score under the two treatment conditions. These probability distribution functions are monotonically decreasing, are positively skewed, and show that up-treatment results in a large departure from the control group for posts and down-treatment results in a large departure from the control group for comments. However, despite our earlier claims of up-treatment and down-treatment symmetry on post results, these results show that, in the upper limits of the distribution, downtreatments do not effect the final score results. These results mean that, compared to the control group, an up-treated post is 7.9% more likely to have a final score of at Fig. 5 . The middle 9 deciles of final scores for each treatment according to their delay intervals. These results show that most posts and comments receive a median score of 2 or less, and that treatment has the most effect in the higher deciles of the score distribution. Fig. 6 . The probability of a post (a) or a comment (b) receiving a corresponding score by treatment type. The inset graph shows the complete probability distribution function. The outer graph shows the probability of a post receiving scores between 500 and 2,000-an approximation for trending or front-page posts. Up-treated posts are 24% more likely to reach a score of 2,000 than the control group. least 1,000, and an up-treated post is 24.6% more likely to have a final score of at least 2,000.
The probability that a comment reaches a high score is generally lower than the probability of a post reaching the same high score because posts are generally more viewed and voted on than comments. Indeed, in order to even view the comments, a user must first view, or at least click on, the post. Also, lower-rated comments or comments with multiple levels of ancestor comments above them are often hidden until a user chooses to reveal them. Figure 6(b) shows the probability that a comment reaches a given final score under the two treatment options as in Figure 6(a) . Interestingly, we find that an up-treatment has very little effect on the probability of a comment reaching a high score; yet, a down-treatment has a dramatic negative effect on that probability.
Subreddit Effects
We finally investigated treatment effects in the top 10 most frequent subreddits. These do not necessarily correspond to the top 10 most popular subreddits or the subreddits with the most comments. Rather, they are the subreddits to which posts are most frequently submitted or whose posts are most frequently ranked first on Reddit's "rising" ranking system due to our data collection methodology.
From the top 10 subreddits for posts, we removed politic and friendsafari, and from the top 10 subreddits for comments, we removed friendsafari. These subreddits were removed from our analysis because posts in politic are automatically submitted by a computer program, and because posts and comments in friendsafari cannot be downvoted according to the subreddit rules. Thus, only eight subreddits for posts and nine subreddits for comments are shown in Figure 7 , which illustrates the effects of treatment on post and comment scores on average within the top 10 subreddits. Figure 7(a) and Mann-Whittney test results show significant positive effects on post scores in AdviceAnimals, AskReddit, and videos, and significant negative effects on post scores in AskReddit and pics. These results illustrate similar symmetric effects that we found on posts overall. Voting effects on comment scores within subreddits are shown in Figure 7(b) . While we find that down-treatments typically result in significantly lower final comment scores compared to the control, up-treatments rarely result in significantly higher final comment scores, as shown by Figure 7(b) .
Within the top 500 subreddits for posts, we found that 22% had significant uptreatment effects, 21.6% had significant down-treatments, and 5.4% had significant differences in both the up-treatment and down-treatment results when compared to the control group. There was also no correlation in the top 500 between up-treatment significance and number of submissions the subreddit received (r 2 = 0.014; p-value = 0.007), nor down-treatment significance and number of submissions the subreddit received (r 2 = 0.010; p-value = 0.026).
RELATED WORK
Although this is the first in vivo Reddit experiment, our work is motivated and informed by multiple overlapping streams of literature and builds on substantial prior work from multiple fields such as herding behavior from theoretical and empirical viewpoints [54, 63] , social influence [6] , collective intelligence [1, 30] , and online rating systems [43] . A recent study by Muchnik et al. on a small social news website, similar to Reddit, found that a single up-vote/like on an online comment significantly increased the final vote count of the treated comment; interestingly, the same experiment also found that a single negative rating had little effect on the final vote count [49] .
In a separate line of work, Sorensen used mistaken omissions of books from the New York Times bestsellers list to identify the boost in sales that accompanies the perceived popularity of a book's appearance on the list [57] . Similarly, when the download counters for different software labels were randomly increased, Hanson and Putler found that users are significantly more likely to download software that had the largest counter increase [28] . Salganik and Watts performed a study to determine the extent to which perception of quality becomes a "self-fulfilling prophecy." In their experiment, they inverted the true popularity of songs in an online music marketplace and found that the perceived-but-false popularity became real over time [55] .
These experiments aim to determine the causal effect of social influence on rating behavior, as well as the mechanisms driving socio-digital influence. Although these experiments are first of a kind, they are motivated and informed by multiple overlapping streams of literature and build on substantial prior work from multiple fields such as herding behavior from theoretical [8, 11, 27] and empirical viewpoints [2, 14, 37, 54, 65] ; social influence in networks [3, 6, 38, 47, 50] ; collective intelligence [11, 12, 30, 64] ; and online rating systems [15, 16, 18-20, 31, 39, 43, 45, 50, 65, 67] . Interestingly, most of the previous work is geared toward marketing science because of the close relationship between business and consumer opinion.
The dynamics of online reviews, ratings, and votes have received a lot of recent attention in the computing and marketing literature because the dynamics of online reviews for books, restaurants, hotels, and so forth have become a vital business interest [18-20, 31, 39, 45, 67] . Recent work in text mining is able to automatically determine the positivity and negativity of user opinion [42, 43, 44] even among different aspects of a certain product (e.g., large can be a good thing when talking about portion size but bad when talking about camera size) [41] . These papers attempt to codify ratings from plain, user-generated text and then determine relationships between the ratings and popularity.
Nonetheless, studies that aim to demonstrate the ease of online manipulation of ratings or voting tend to be limited. The biggest limitation is that these studies assume that the manipulators have full knowledge of the voting preferences of every usera valid assumption in theoretical work, but a meaningless assumption in real-world applications [9, 10, 24, 56] . There is some work that considers manipulators who have a limited [17] or probabilistic [7, 46] knowledge of the voting preferences, but these assumptions are still too limiting for our purposes.
On the practical side, one obvious case of online manipulation is spam, particularly a new type of spam called social spam. Social spam is on the rise, with Nexgate Research reporting a tripling of social spam activity every 6 months [51] and Business
Week magazine reporting that only 40% of online social media users are real people [32] . There has been some practical work on detecting social spam in online social networking websites [60] like Facebook and Twitter, but not on social news platforms like Reddit and HackerNews. The largest and perhaps most effective type of social spam relies on social networks to broadcast and propagate the advertisement or message [5, 23, 48, 66] . These social network spammers are also the easiest to detect and shut down. However, social news platforms are purposefully not social networks.
DISCUSSION
In general, we find that the positive treatment of a single, random "up-vote" on a Reddit post has a corresponding positive herding effect that increases post scores on average and in the top limits of the heavily skewed score distribution but that a single, random "up-vote" on a Reddit comment had no significant positive herding effects. We further found that the negative treatment of a single, random "down-vote" on a post or comment has a corresponding negative herding effect that significantly decreased the post or comment scores on average, in contrast to the asymmetric findings of Muchnik et al. [49] , who found no significant effects of a negative treatment. However, our results begin to resemble asymmetry in the top limits of the post score distribution, meaning that a negative treatment does not decrease the probability that a post will receive a high score in the way that it does for comments.
Separating treatments by their delay intervals did not yield a significant difference in effect overall. K-S and M-W tests found that up-and down-treatments for most delay intervals had significant effects compared to the control.. In general, the time at which a vote is placed did not change the overall effect for post scores, but longer delays did diminish the effects that votes had on comment scores.
Voting and Viewing Mechanics
Research in social news manipulation has been shown a great deal of interest in recent years because of its centrality in shaping the news and opinion of society. There are several conflicting reports that now need to be teased apart. The work by Muchnik et al. showed positive herding effects but not negative herding effects [49] on non-Reddit social media comments ranked by recency, rather than popularity, and in the presence of a friendship social network. The voting and visibility mechanics of Reddit, which govern the data collection in this article, are vastly different then the small or contrived experiments studied in earlier work.
The post experiment and results are actually more in line with past research on ranking and visibility bias [35] because of how the ranking mechanics of posts impact visibility. The results of our analysis as described earlier and the behavior of voting on Reddit, with an overwhelming majority of votes being up-votes and the discouragement of down-voting posts that are appropriate, support an increase in popularity from an increase in visibility. Thus, we are confident that the increase in the final post score and the probability of reaching a high post score after positive vote manipulation in the presence of popularity ranking mechanics are largely due to the increase in visibility due to the treatment up-vote.
Vote-Based Manipulation
Collectively, this work, in the presence of other work on this subject [26, 35, 49, 58] , shows that votes determine visibility, which, in turn, drives more votes. The 1% rule, or its variants like the 90-9-1 rule, the 80/20 rule, or the Pareto principle, when applied to social media indicates that about 90% of users only view content, 9% of users edit content (including voting), and 1% of users actively contribute new content [29, 61] . On all manner of vote-based social media platforms, the 10% of users who actually vote are the ones who determine the kind of content that becomes widely visible and circulated among the remaining 90% of the viewing public. Therefore, that active 10% determines the ideas and opinions that the public is exposed to and influenced by.
Clearly, there is a huge incentive for opinion pushers to manipulate the visibility of certain ideas and opinions on social media websites. There are several types of vote-based manipulation techniques that exist. We discuss a few of them here.
Vote Brigading.Vote brigading is when a large group of people all conspire to up-vote or down-vote a particular post or idea. This is not unique to Reddit, as Twitter has its retweet armies that attempt to manipulate the velocity of some discussion in order to artificially force a topic to become a "trending" topic. The social media website Digg was particularly susceptible to vote brigading, wherein only users with many friends could ever hope to have a post reach the front page because the poster's friends would initially vote on the post in order to raise its visibility enough so that the wider community saw it.
Fortunately, most forms of this type of vote manipulation can be easily detected and stopped with spam detection and prevention techniques [21, 34] . As part of a larger strategy, Reddit now encourages hyperlinks between subreddits to be tagged with a no-participation URL, which restricts access for nonsubscribers of the subreddit to read-only, in order to prevent "cross-subreddit contamination." 1 For example, a noparticipation link from /r/yankees to a post in /r/redsox (a historical baseball rivalry) would prevent Yankees fans from down-voting posts that favor Red Sox fans.
Vote Nudging.Vote nudging is the type of vote manipulation that is studied in this article and is the easiest, and most common, type of vote manipulation on social media. A post or comment is most susceptible to being ignored when it is young. Vote nudging is when someone asks a few friends to up-vote the post or comment in order to give it a positive boost during its initial appearance. After the initial boost, the post is left to grow normally.
As we have shown in this study, vote nudging can be extremely successful because the default ranking system gives higher visibility to posts with more, timely votes. Vote nudging also prevents instances when an unrelated user down-votes and effectively kills a post's changes of becoming visible, because a post with three or four up-votes may be able to withstand the effects of a down-vote better than a post with no up-votes.
It is difficult to say how much vote nudging happens in social media. It is common for users to have multiple accounts for this reason, but multiple votes from the same IP address are easy for spam prevention systems to catch.
Reverse Vote Nudging. Reverse vote nudging is when a user down-votes all of the posts or comments that are similar to their post or comment in order to make a relative gain on competing content. For example, if a user contributes a post about the winner of a baseball game to /r/yankees, several other users may also have contributed posts about the same baseball game at about the same time to /r/yankees. In order to increase the relative ranking of his or her own post, the user may down-vote all of the other posts by the other users, thereby increasing the relative ranking of his or her submission.
Similarly, a user may wish to down-vote all of the posts or comments that are ranked just above the user's submission in order to increase the relative ranking of the user's submission. Using the same baseball example as earlier, if there are posts dealing with other Yankees content that are ranked just above the user's post, then the user may increase the ranking of their own post, and therefore increase its visibility, by down-voting the other content.
Conformity and Influence
Comment threads on Reddit are a unique supplement to the posted content. In fact, it is widely thought that most social media users, across all types of platforms, read the title of the post and skip directly to the comments section-although this has not been empirically researched. Also, Reddit, Youtube, Twitter, and many other social media platforms, to some extent, show the current score of each comment in the comment thread. Thus, the opinions and ideas expressed in each comment are given an explicit rating from the voting user base that is often viewed as the prevailing opinion of the overall population.
The Asch conformity experiments in the 1950s and onward showed that perceptions of popular opinion can have profound effects on individual perceptions of the truth [4] . Social comment threads frequently have instances where the highest-scored comments represent an incorrect fact or are contrary to be the prevailing public opinion, perhaps due to comment manipulation discussed earlier. However, it is sometimes uncomfortable for many comment readers to hold opinions contrary to what they perceive to the prevailing opinion. This disillusionment sometimes leads to a position change but can also lead to a retreat inward due to confirmation bias, which, in the worst case, leads to radicalization.
Voting
The nature of the manner in which social platforms rank items for viewing typically utilizes the ratings, in this case the post or comment scores, of the items being ranked. The results of our experiments show that random vote perturbations through vote treatments impact the scores of posts and comments on Reddit. These results underscore the need for countermeasures against vote chaining and social engineering strategies as multiple artificial votes are likely to increase the herding effect.
Finally, we bring attention back to what Eric Gilbert calls the "widespread underprovision of votes" in social media like Reddit [25] . Although our data does not draw these figures explicitly, we estimate that a very small number of the daily visitors to social media websites actually vote on the items they view. This seems to be an even further skewed anecdote of the 1-9-90 rule of social networking [61] and may be an underestimated reason behind the results presented in this article.
